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80 cool sites that will either entertain,
help or damn right piss you off.
You decide.
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What happens
when you Google
“Cool websites”?
We’ll tell ya.
You get blasted
with a ton of blogs
that, in some

circumstances, do give you
cool sites but that’s it. Once
you’ve gone through the list,
what else is there for you to
do?
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That’s where we, the
Bored Hoard make
our grand entrance.
Instead of exploring a
list of sites that aren’t
to your liking or mood,
you can Hoard cool
websites you actually
want and like. We
don’t stop there
though…
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The sites you’ll explore with us are
not easily found on Google. That
means you’ll be the first to try out
cool unknown sites.

Every Friday, we deliver
a new online box of fresh
websites that you’ll
absolutely love, or find
completely and utterly
useless.
We’ll also keep you updated with new
box releases, giveaways and witty
blogs that are more sarcastic than
your mother in law.
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When you become
a Hoarder,
you’ll have
access to
these small but
mighty perks
Save your favourite sites
Create a list of your favourite sites so they’re easy
to find when you’re looking for inspiration or
something to do during another Zoom call.

Filter by categories
Categories make it easier for you to find what
you’re looking for. We have nine in total, from
things to Watch to games to Play, it’s all there.

Make your voice heard
Think a particular site is shite? Then tell us! By
leaving reviews you’ll be helping your fellow hoarders
understand what’s cool or just plain useless.
The Bored
Hoard
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If you've had
enough discovering
for one day. Enter a
Giveaway instead
and be in with a
chance of winning
some truly epic
prizes.
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Explore
Ideas to get you far

away from that couch

and out and about into
the great outdoors to

smell that fresh air and

step into some cow shit.

View category
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01 | Taste Atlas
These folks show you food on a map from all over the

world. Choose a country and you’ll even get suggestions on
local cuisine from the regions as well as top restaurants
you just have to try. The perfect tool to use if you’re
planning a foodie holiday.

Visit Taste Atlas

02 | Podbooker
If you can’t get enough of your own voice (or someone

else's) then you’re most likely into podcasts. These guys let

hosts find guests and guests who love to talk, find hosts! It’s
literally like Tinder for podcasters.

Visit Podbooker
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03 | Age Geek
If you want to feel absolutely shit about what you’ve

achieved, then by all means go and explore what some

famous folks did when they were your age. It’s both super
interesting yet terribly disheartening at the same time.

Visit Age Geek

04 | FBI famous cases
If you’re a bit of a true crime nut you’ll need to cast your eyes
over to this site. They show the most famous and interesting

cases the FBI have ever had to handle to date, it’s all in there.
From Al Capone to the Frank Sinatra Jr kidnapping case.
Visit FBI famous cases
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05 | Hogwarts is Here
Grab your wand and step into the world of witches and

wizards (it's not a weird site, trust us). Hogwarts Is Here is
an experience created by fans for the fans. Create a

character, enrol in online causes and meet some new folks.
Think of it as a social media site for Harry Potter fanatics.
Visit Hogwarts is Here

06 | Drive and Listen
Pick a city, choose a radio station to rock out to, and let the
road take you on a journey. Explore the sights as you’re

driven through world famous cities. If you feel it’s going too
slow, just speed right on up. So, where’s your destination?
Visit Drive and Listen
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07 | Stars
Explore the galaxy by diving into this void of space matter.
Zoom in and out to travel through the Milky way and

immerse yourself in this jaw dropping visualisation of our

spot in this vast universe. It ain’t no Elon Musk trip, but it’ll do
for now.

Visit Stars

08 | Work at Dunder Mifflin
Take a step into the world of Dunder Mifflin and listen to

recognisable sounds that immerse you into this weird and
wonderful working environment.

Visit Work at Dunder Mifflin
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Play
Discover all things

gaming, from new

online platforms to fun

drinking games, it’s all in
these boxes ready for

you to open and start
playing.

View category
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09 | AirConsole
Turn your computer or SmartTV into a video game console

and use your smartphone as your gamepad! We’ve played
this tons of time, so much better than your bog standard
quiz!

Visit AirConsole

10 | AI Dungeon
Immerse yourself in your very own story. You’ll be presented

with numerous situations where you have to make strategic
decisions that pave the way for your journey. The story is
literally endless.

Visit AI Dungeon
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11 | Snes Party
f you have any ROMs lying around, upload them onto this
site and play your favourite SNES from your browser with

your friends! You won’t get any work done from home, but
who the fuck cares. Go play!

Visit Snes Party

12 | Akinator
If the Akinator can’t guess your person after asking a number
of questions, you win. Very similar to your partner knowing

exactly what you’re thinking at the exact point you don’t want
them to.

Visit Akinator
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13 | Pokémon Showdown
This epic site lets you battle and chat with other Pokemon

players online at anytime. You'll get matched with a fellow

player, and given a team of Pokemon's. It's your mission to,
well, you know the aim.

Visit Pokémon Showdown

14 | All bad cards
The best Cards Against Humanity Clone! It’s not exactly the

real thing, but it pretty much is. We gave it a bash and it has
the same outrageous cards, plus it’s free.

Visit All bad cards
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15 | Read only memories
We challenged each other to see who could make the best
tune. Grab a few drinks, round up your best folks and get
the Daft Punk vibes going.

Visit Pokémon Showdown

16 | Find The Invisible Cow
Find the invisible cow, on an invisible screen. Every time you

move your cursor across the screen, you’ll hear a noise. Now
it’s your job to work out where the invisible cow is and click
when you think you found it.

Visit All bad cards
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Cook
Swap microwave box

meals for some online

cooking inspiration. You
won’t be the next

Gordon Ramsey, but at
least you’ll use up that
pasta.

View category
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17 | Punchfork
This site is like Instagram but for people who love to cook

and share their recipes. It’s super easy to explore based on
it’s magazine-like feel that encourages you to keep finding
new recipes. Damn, we’re hungry now.

Visit Punchfork

18 | Eat Some Pasta
Now we're sure you've found a way to use the toilet roll, but
what about all that pasta stocked up in your cupboards?
Well say no more folks, we have a solution.

Visit Eat Some Pasta
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19 | Still Tasty
Chancing mouldy food is now a thing of the past. These

guys tell you how long food should last before the mould

sets in and ruins it. Leftover pizza though, that’s all on you.
Visit Still Tasty

20 | My fridge food
We all do this. We look inside our fridge way too many times

and still don’t know what to cook. Enter the items you have in
your fridge and these guys will give you a recipe to cook
with. If you have nothing, then go ahead and order that
pizza.

Visit My fridge food
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21 | Handmade pasta with
Grandma
Learn how to make proper pasta with Nonna Norina, an
Italian Grandmother teaching you from her own family
kitchen. Do we really need to say anymore?

Visit Handmade pasta with Grandma

22 | Supercook
Pick the ingredients you want in your dish, and these guys

take care of the rest. It’s like having your very own chef, but
you don’t have to pay an arm and a leg to afford them.

Visit Supercook
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23 | Yummly
Yummly allows you to choose the ingredients you enjoy
cooking (and eating) to provide you with a list of

personalised recipes. You're bound to find some new
inspiration, and if not, get a pot noodle.

Visit Yummly

24 | Love food Hate waste
We’ve all been here, we cook more food than we actually

need and sense the imploding guilt setting in as we fear the
knife scraping food into the bin. Well these guys have the
solution for you to never waste food again,

Visit Love food Hate wasted
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Watch
There’s only so much
you can watch on

Netflix, and that’s where
this category comes in
handy.

View category
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25 | A Good Movie To Watch
This site lists movies from a range of platforms like Netflix
and Prime that aren't that popular or well known, but are

definitely worth a watch. So next time your friend suggests
a movie, walk away.

Visit A Good Movie To Watch

26 | Friends episode finder
PIVOT...to this site and explore the entire series of F.R.I.E.N.D.S
based on words used in the episodes. It’s great for finding
episodes where you know what happens, but you have
absolutely no idea of the series or episode number.

Visit Friends episode finder
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27 | Ocearch
Track sharks from all over the world, and follow their

movement from the latest satellite ping attached to them.
It's fascinating and weird at the same time.

Visit Ocearch

28 | Monstr party
No, we’re not high right now. It might help to be though when
you watch these odd little fellas dance around an

environment that resembles both Rainbow Road in Mario
Kart and a trippy episode in a Sweedish clubhouse.

Visit Monstr party
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29 | Neave TV
This site provides an endless stream of strange, odd and
interesting television, although you won’t want to get too
attached because before you know it, the channel will
switch.

Visit Neave TV

30 | Infinite Zoom
Lose yourself in this enchanting zoom that's both mysterious
and so wacky that you'll think you're tripping on that

homemade gin we told you to make a few weeks back.
Visit Infinite Zoom
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31 | Watch Scrubs Online
If you want to feel a sense of nostalgia and re-visit some
of the best lessons you learnt back in the day, you can.
Best of all, the episodes are in one place.

Visit Watch Scrubs Online

32 | Tiii
Enter your show of choice and you’ll be given an exact time
of how long it will take you to watch that series. Perfect if

you’re in need of catching up before a series finale and your
pals can’t stop giving out spoilers.

Visit Tiii
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Listen
Block out the noise and
let your ears take in a
whole new variety of
sounds, music and

podcasts, perfect for

doing something and
nothing.

View category
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33 | Radio garden
Whether you want to listen to a local station from the

Bahamas or hear an Irish folk band perform a cover of

David Bowie’s Starman (yes that happened), then you’ve
arrived at the right saloon.

Visit Radio Garden

34 | Cueued
Ever arrived at a house party and see the group in the

corner arguing over what song should be played next? Stop
the nonsense and let the people vote for the music they

want to hear next. Whichever songs gets the most votes will
be played. Simple.

Visit Cueued
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35 | Hatnote
Sounds odd, but this site actually lets you listen to the

creative juices of Wikipedia from users all around the world.
Every time someone makes an edit, uploads some

information or pretty much anything, you’ll hear a sound.
Visit Hatnote

36 | A Soft Murmur
Working from home hasn't been easy for some of us.

Screaming children, multiple distractions from housemates

and your partner that has strangely become your co-worker.
Block them out and ease your boredom by listening to a mix
of your own personalised sounds

Visit A Soft Murmur
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37 | Listening Together
Ever had that random thought of wondering if someone,

somewhere in the world started playing the same song as

someone else at exactly the same time? Well the folks over
at Spotify created this site to tell you exactly that.

Visit Listening Together

38 | The Kitchen Is On Fire
If your life revolves around food (ours sure does) then why
on earth have you not listened to The Kitchen Is On Fire

podcast? They talk about all things food and the nonsense
that’s served up in some modern gastronomy restaurants
that you’ll have to sell your house to afford.

Visit The Kitchen Is On Fire
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39 | Bops.fm
This site is like Top Of The Pops on demand, without the

miming and odd fashion choices. Select a decade of your
choice, anywhere from the 1950’s all the way up to 2010

(we guess that’s when real music stopped). Then jam out
until your neighbour tells you to shut the heck up.

Visit Bops.fm

40 | Music Pals
Strangers talk online all the time these days, so why not take
it one step further and discover random folks by the type of
music you like. You’ll be matched with people who are

listening to the exact same track you are, at that specific
moment in time. Maybe time to avoid those love ballads
fellas…

Visit Music Pals
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Challenge
Go out of your comfort
zone and take on

challenges you never even

dreamed of. So get up, suit
up and remember, you’re
doing great.

View category
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41 | Game of codes
Take on your fellow nerds and play a game you can

actually win. You’ll test your coding skills against some top
coders who will take you on from their parents basement.
This site is a great chance for everyone to learn about

coding and improve your knowledge in an entertaining
gamified platform.

Visit Game of codes

42 | GetHuman
Have you ever spent ages trying to find a contact number
for that company who sold you a dodgy product, only to

prevail with an email that no one responds to? Yeah, it sucks
right. This site brings an end to those annoying bots and

automated email responses and connects you with actual
human beings.

Visit GetHuman
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43 | Guess the tunes
Challenge your friends to the ultimate music quiz. Or

become a quizmaster and host one. Either way, use this

handy site to give all the songs you’ll need. It also has the
answers, so you won’t have a Steve Harvey moment and
look like a complete knob.

Visit Guess the tunes

44 | Red Herring Games
Sometimes, even Sherlock can't solve the hardest of

cases...although more often than not, he always comes

through. This should be a tad easier. Solve it with friends or
family but be sure to keep a notepad with you, those clues
come hard and fast (you've got a dirty mind).

Visit Red Herring Games
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45 | The Conqueror
Challenges
Choose your very own challenge, from running the length
of Route 66, to completing the distance of the English
Channel. You’re no longer just going for a run, you’re

conquering a challenge. You’ll even get a nice shiny thing
around your neck to prove you actually did it.

Visit The Conqueror Challenges

46 | Nitro Type
For all you competitive folks out there, this is your kinda thing.
You’ll be up against a number of opponents who are trying

to type the fastest. Your speed will be reflected by a car, the
faster you type the faster your car travels. Improve your
typing and make embarrassing typos along the way.

Visit Nitro Type
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47 | MuscleWiki
Sometimes you just want to focus on one set of muscles,
whether that would be to get a bigger ass like Kim, or to
just bulk up those biceps. Choose a muscle to work on

from the diagram and you’ll be given a set of exercises

that are specifically chosen to strengthen that particular
muscle.

Visit MuscleWiki

48 | Patience is a virtue
How patient are you, really? Well now’s the time to find out.
Similar to Chinese water torture, you’ll need to wait for this

loading screen to eventually reveal the page. The question is,
will it actually load anything at all? There’s only one way to
find out (We take no responsibility for broken screens).

Visit Patience is a virtue
The Bored
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Read
Open a whole new list
of reading material

that’s fun, interesting
and sometimes

completely wacky. You’ll
struggle to find these in
your downtown library.

View category
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49 | The office slack
If your work Slack group is a bit on the boring side (it’s ok,

most are) then you’re in need of Michael Scott in your Slack
list. Watch and receive dialect from the hit tv series in the
form of Slack messages from not only Michael, but the

whole cast. Our favorite is Creed, his one liners crack us up.
Visit The office slack

50 | Judyrecords
Ever watched Making A Murderer or Trial 4 on Netflix and feel
the urge to become your own detective or lawyer? Well our
budding Sherlock, you’re in for a treat. This site lets you

search through thousands and thousands of jury records
from over the years and read through the case in hand.

Visit Judyrecords
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51 | Good Reads
Before buying new books, see if you can find anything on
Goodreads. They have tons of free books you can read
online instead of reading 50 Shades Of Grey Again.

Visit Good Reads

52 | Scribd
Turn over a new page by getting 30 days free access to
Scribd. It’s basically a massive online library, the only

difference is no late return fees (you probably don’t go to
libraries anymore anyway) and no one can grab the last
book off the shelf.

Visit Scribd
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53 | Supbowie
If you’re ever feeling guilty about what on earth you are

doing with your life, look no further than Super Bowie. Enter
your age and they’ll tell you exactly what David Bowie had
done at that age compared to yours, and trust us, that
dude did a lot.

Visit Supbowie

54 | Honest Slogans
We all know some companies don’t care about shit apart

from making money, but what if the walls in those executive
meetings could talk? Well they’ll probably say something
along the lines of these honest slogans that are both
hilarious and somewhat true.

Visit Honest Slogans
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55 | Nearvear
We understand that sometimes people just bottle things

up until all those boxes in your head come tumbling down,
making you feel overwhelmed. Express your thoughts and

chat to others who may be struggling with this site that lets
you confess or converse.

Visit Nearvear

56 | Outline
Ever got pissed off at those online flashing ads that shove
breasts in your face from mature women in your area?

We’ve all had it and even if you’re not slightly tempted to

click, they can still be distracting. To avoid all that crap, copy
the blogs url and pop it into this site.

Visit Outline
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Create
Get those juices flowing
and open your mind to

new creative opportunities.
From guru photography
competitions to sharing

your music creations. It’s
all here.

View category
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57 | Storylocks
Someone (maybe you) starts a story by setting the scene
and the background. Your story is then sent out into the

community for an author to write the next chapter of your

story in the way they think it should play out. Once they are
done, the same thing happens again and the next chapter
is offered up to a new author until the story is finished.

Visit Storylocks

58 | FutureMe
Well, we mean to plan ahead for the future, in the present
and not live life in the past...makes sense? Good. Right so

basically what you do here is write yourself a letter for the

future you. Express what you want to achieve by a certain

date, list your goals or hopes, maybe even try and predict
what the future will look like.

Visit FutureMe
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59 | Replika
What if we told you that you could have someone to

confide in, talk about your day and vent to when it’s been a
shitty one? Now you might be thinking you’ve got your

partner for that, or you might in fact consider yourself as a
lone ranger. Well now, that all changes with Replika, an AI
bot that is always there to listen and talk.

Visit Replika

60 | Dumpster Fire
Lets face it, 2020 has been an awful year. We’ve been locked
away, forced to spend more time than we should with family
and friends, and of course the dreaded “You’re on mute”

humiliation in the Zoom meeting. Well folks, sometimes the
best thing you can do is write your thoughts down, then
BURN them!

Visit Dumpster Fire
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61 | The Magic Pod
If you want to become a DJ, but you just can’t be bothered
to buy all that equipment, then just use this site. They

provide some classic tunes from the 2000’s that let’s you

merge them into one song to blast out an instant mashup, good enough to get any party in full swing. The only
task you need to do is drag and drop the songs.

Visit The Magic Pod

62 | Inkhunter
Thinking of getting a new tattoo, or maybe never had one
before? Well the first thing you should do is stop the fuck

there. Yeah, you heard us. A tattoo is a big commitment, you
don’t want something on your body for the rest of your life
that you despise, you probably have enough of that with
your partner already.

Visit Inkhunter
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63 | These Lyrics Don't Exist
Just like Britney Spears, you might need a bit of help writing
your own lyrics (and singing). If the best you can create is

on par with Twinkle Twinkle Little Star, then you’re in need of
a little push and a bit of inspiration. Choose a topic based
on the emotion you’re going for and select a genre, you’ll

soon get a lyric sheet giving you a whole song to perform.
Visit These Lyrics Don't Exist

64 | TheHomeBrewShop
A while a go, we told you to make your own gin. Now if that's
gone to shit, or you have already drank that, then start

making your own beer instead. You're more likely to be
successful at this one, can't exactly drink hops.

Visit TheHomeBrewShop
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Learn
We’re not completely

useless. You’ll also find
great ideas to help

improve yourself and

learn new skills to show
off and who knows,

maybe even earn that
promotion.

View category
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65 | Waterful!
If you’re looking to make a few smaller steps to a healthier
lifestyle, then this site is probably one step in the right

direction. They provide little tips throughout the day to help
improve your healthy habits. From drinking water to help

stay hydrated, to taking some much needed time out for
yourself

Visit Waterful!

66 | My daily impact
The planet is cool, we all know that. Sometimes it’s damn

right hard to know exactly where you can make a start and

begin to do your bit for the environment. That’s exactly where
this site makes its grand entrance. It tells you the daily

impact of everyday goods and how damaging they are to
the environment, helping you to make better decisions for
the good of the planet.

Visit My daily impact
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67 | River Styx
Ahh the enchanting and wonder of Greek mythology. The

only lesson that was actually interesting at school and let

your mind run wild. Jump aboard and take a trip down this
interactive experience with Charon, your guide who will

teach you, or your young warriors about Greek mythology
whilst navigating down the River Styx.

Visit River Styx

68 | Origami.me
You've most likely made paper planes before, but have you

ever tried origami? It's a similar thing, just takes a lot longer
to do, requires patience and you probably can't throw it
across the room once you're done. Still fun though...

Visit Origami.me
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69 | Pull the Cork
Here's another excuse to drink during lockdown. Pull The

Cork are offering online wine tasting lessons, so you can
pretend to know what you're talking about when we're

allowed to host dinner parties again. If you get called out

to give your taste feedback on a white wine, just say you're
getting gooseberry, it's always gooseberry.

Visit Pull the Cork

70 | Universe Forecast
Propel yourself into the future and discovery what

possibilities lie ahead in the next few millions of years. Yes of
course you won’t be here but it’s still fun to find out. All the

information is based on scientific data and research, so you
won’t find any fake news here.

Visit Universe Forecast
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71 | Chordify
Pop in a song and these guys will provide you with all the

notes you’ll need to practice and perform. Your neighbours
will despise you to begin with, but with time and practice
they might end up paying to come to your Christmas
show. It’s a long shot, but hey.

Visit Chordify

72 | Learn anything
This handy site could put your knowledge on par with the
likes of Elon Musk...well maybe not that level but definitely

above Trump (jeez, even a rock is above his intelligence).

Type in the topic you want to learn, and you’ll be presented
with an interactive mind map to explore a wide range of
material to boost your knowledge.

Visit Learn anything
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Bonus
You lucky thing. You

won't find these bonus
websites on the Bored
Hoard. They're stored

here only for you clever
folks who've

downloaded this epic
ebook. Enjoy!
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73 | McBroken
It's the peak of summer, you've got your t-shirts and shorts
out of the closet and you're strutting your stuff. You think to
yourself "I could really do with a McFlurry", so you stroll over

to McDonald's only to find that the damn McFlurry machine
is broken, Well not anymore my friend! Find out what
machine's are actually working in real time!

Visit McBroken

74 | FirstQuestion
Sometimes, one question is all it takes for your mind to go off
on one. So instead of starting your day with a scroll through
a mindless social sites, get your brain into gear and awake
with these folks. They'll ask you one question per day to

which you either reply Yes, or No. Super easy to understand.
Visit FirstQuestion
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75 | Playlistify
Create playlists out of sentences. Sounds odd but it really
is super cool. All you do is create a sentence of your

choosing, connect your Spotify account and boom! You'll
be given a playlist made up of the words from your very
own sentence.

Visit Playlistify

76 | Scrooble
Bring your own doodle to life just like Forky from Toy Story.

Scribble your drawing onto a blob and watch it come to life
on your screen. Better yet, you can add it to your web cam
and even become your very own drawing! Give a try, we
spent hours on this.

Visit Scrooble
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77 | Pat Tofu Chan
Who's a good boy? Well it's Tofu Chan of course. A real life

dog who you can pat digitally. He's already received over 6

million pats from dog lovers around the world! Will you give
Tofu Chan a pat too?

Visit Pat Tofu Chan

78 | Cast Coverage
This is exactly like our Feeling Lucky button. It whisks you off

to a random podcast that is based anywhere in the world. If
you're not liking what you hear, just tap again and you'll
explore a new podcast every time. Perfect for that long
boring commute.

Visit Cast Coverage
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Bonus

The Hoard of Cool Websites

79 | Font Joy
Getting the right font that doesn't hurt your eyes can

sometimes be a major struggle. These folks solve that

problem by providing you with font combinations that are
easy on the eye and not ugly as shit.

Visit Font Joy

80 | Vintage Map
We all love the look of an old map but the problem is...they're
pretty standard. You can't exactly change and edit a

map...can you? Well yes you can folks with this site! Decide
the date, syle and size of your map then download it and
hang it above your bed. If you want.

Visit Vintage Map
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The Hoard of Cool Websites

Well there you have it
folks, a whole list of
cool, fun and
interesting sites for
you to get your teeth
into. It doesn't stop
there though...

Just like an iceberg, it's only the tip and you can
dive way deeper to get access to even more
epic websites. In fact, the last time we counted
we had over 200 sites for you to discover.
Remember folks, every Friday we
release a new box for you to rip
open packed with cool websites.
So don't forget about us like you
did with your goldfish.
The Bored
Hoard

Conclusions
Have a side project
that you want to
show off? Don't be
shy, we don't bite,
we just nibble.

We'll give you the platform to let folks
know who you are and the potential to
grow your very own user base.
Simply register and submit your
project to get Hoarders charging over
to your site.
Peace out
The Bored
Hoard

